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EDUCATION 2.0
LEARNING FOR ALL
ALL FOR LEARNING



What’s new?

Is reform really necessary?



Learning is a human instinct.

Education is not ..

Education is systematic learning 

designed by adults for the young.



Attentions in Education Policies:
The Changing Centres of Gravity

1960s-70s: Systems

1980s-: Schools

21 Century

Teachers? or Students?



Education as traditions ….















Starting of contemporary schools …



Sturbridge 1836



What for?

For working in a job!

Hence, reading, writing, arithmetic, …



Contemporary School System 

(starting 1870 British Education Act)

Preparation of Industrial Manpower

Spreading to the populace 

Screening and classification

Turning human beings into human resources

Strengths: universal access to systematic learning, enabling employability

Weaknesses: limiting to knowledge and skills, rationalizing social disparity,

proxy for substance (credentials)
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Industrial Institutions

Operatives

Craftsmen

Technicians

Engineers Degrees

Diplomas

Basic 

Education

Vocational 

Training



The Economic Discourse

Fit for the Industrial Society

• Division of labour for mass production

• Large bureaucracies with complex structure

• Individuals fit into organizational structure

• People in stable jobs and occupational identity

• Human beings are classified and ranked

• People equipped with specific skills for specific jobs

• Education turns human beings into human resources



Society has changed!



My collection 

since 1999 …



Organisations

Industrial

• Large pyramids
• Producer-centred
• Departments
• Hierarchy
• Tight structure
• Design at the top
• Assigned procedures
• Rules & regulations
• Complicate divisions

Post-industrial

• Small companies
• Client-centred
• Project teams
• Flat 
• Loose & fluid 
• Design at front-lines
• Improvised actions
• Fit-for-purpose acts
• One-stop-shop



Working Modes

Industrial

• Division of labour

• Individual tasks

• Specialist duties

• Administrative links

• Credential-based 
appointments

• Appraisal by seniors

Post-industrial

• Total solutions

• Team work

• Integrated expertise

• Human interactions

• On-demand, just-in-time learning

• 3600 appraisal



Work Activities
Industrial

• Paper work

• Circulars

• Minutes

• Documents 

• Instructions

• Written reports

• …… 

Post-industrial
• Communications
• Brainstorming
• E-mailing
• SMS
• Blogs
• Seminars
• Debates 
• Conferencing
• Negotiation
• Presentation
• Confrontation
• Lobbying
• Retreats



Front-line workers

Industrial

• Bottom of the hierarchy

• Hiring due to credentials

• Member of a specialised department

• Implementation of design 

• Using specific skills

• Routine and repetitive activities

• Working according to job descriptions

• Following set procedures

• Maintaining the convention

• Abiding by rules and regulations

• Appraised by degree of compliance

• Stable and secure

• Blue collars

Post-industrial

• Member of a small group
• Hiring due to personality
• Working in teams
• Directly facing clients
• Handling human relations
• Directly facing problems
• Anticipating total solutions
• Designing solutions with creativity
• Using multiple skills
• Taking risks
• Improvising fit-for-purpose activities
• Managing oneself
• Learning on-the-job, on-demand, just-in-time
• Appraised 3600

• Unstable, uncertain and insecure
• Knowledge workers



Individual Lives

Industrial
• Lifelong career

• Long-term loyalty

• Occupational identity

• Work-study consistency

• Org membership

• Stable employment

• Escalating salaries

• Upward mobility

• Foreseeable retirement 

• Constant networks

• Stable relations 

• Security, certainty

Post-industrial
• Multiple careers
• Multiple jobs
• Blurred identity
• Work-study mismatch
• Possible free-lancing                  
• Frequent off-jobs
• Precarious incomes
• Fluctuating status
• Unpredictable future
• Varying networks
• Changing partners 
• Insecurity, uncertainty



Expectations …
Industrial

Credentials

Post-industrial

• Communications

• Team-working

• Human relations

• Problem-solving

• Risk-taking

• Design & innovations 

• Personal responsibility

• Continuous learning

• Self-management

• Ethics, values, principles



Society has changed ..

Economy

“Less of More”: customized and personalized products, … 

Workplace

Smaller, flatter, looser, one-stop operations…

Expectations

On-demand just-in-time learning, innovations, human 
attributes, …



Careers: What are young people facing?

A Job?
Many unplanned opportunities

Likely study-work mismatch

Frequent changes of jobs

Vague occupational identity

Blurred organizational loyalty

Non-employee status 

Free-lancing

Multiple portfolios

Innovative start-ups

Probable unemployment

Precarious incomes

Instability and insecurity



Moreover, 

the world is becoming 

increasingly 

unstable and insecure!



World Crises…

Severe Damage due to natural disasters

Frequent man-made accidents

Unpredictable economic crises

Spontaneous political unrest

Recurrence & emergence of epidemics

Irresponsible politicking 

Increasing potentials of war

Organized and unorganized terrorist activities

Widespread serious corruption

Unstoppable waves of refugees 



All these will not go away in 20-30 years!

Are our young people prepared?

Who are to change the world?



•New agenda for education:

Preparing for a challenging life

vs Preparing for a job

Developing strong capabilities

vs Training for specific tasks

Learning to Learn

vs Imparting knowledge and skills



Hence,

Education Reform

Reform = Improvement?

Doing more and better of what we have been doing?

Reform:

Doing education differently!

Thinking education differently!



Back to Basics:

Learning!

Learning: the only hope for a better future!

Learning: should restore its central position in education!

Learning: should be the core business of education!



However,

What is Learning?



Learning as Meaning-making

Learning is making sense of the world around us.

Learning as Knowledge Construction

Learning is the learners’ active construction of knowledge 
(and NOT a transmission of knowledge).

Learning as Experience

Learning due to individuals’ experience and prior knowledge 

Understanding and application are intertwined.



Learning as individual undertaking

Different people learn differently

Learning as understanding

The test of learning is in understanding 

The test in understanding is in application  

Learning as social cognition

Human knowledge is socially constructed.

Human beings learn best in groups 



Learning is Comprehensive and Holistic!

vs one experience, one outcome  

Much of effective learning is Implicit!

vs calculated outcomes by design



A Framework

Learning should be the core concern of Education.

The only way to prepare people for a rapidly changing world

Professionalism plays a critical role.

Creating a conducive ecology for facilitating student learning

Changes in the System are essential.

So as to overcome bottlenecks, barriers and unnecessary segregation
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Shift of Paradigms



Paradigm Shift 1

from

an Economic Discourse
for individuals: employability

for the nation: DGP growth, global competitiveness

to 

a Learning Discourse
for individuals: learning for the future

for the nation: a learning population to, facing unpredictable challenges



A Learning Discourse

Learning Leadership

School Management

Learning Resources

Educational Funding

Learning Professionals

Teaching force

Application of Learning Outcomes

Assessment for Screening

ICT for Liberation of Learners

ICT to replace teachers 



Paradigm Shift 2

from

Deficit Model
“We are not good enough!” “We have to catch up!”

“Things have gone wrong, we have to fix it,….”

accountability, appraisal,  penalties, ...

to 

Advancement Model
“Let us work together and fulfil a dream”

visions, aspirations, advancement, breakthroughs, new ventures, …



Deficit model 

puts everyone in a passive and pessimistic position, 

the best is to be normal.

Advancement model 

gives everyone hope, something to aspire to, 

as comrades together to fulfil a dream.



Paradigm Shift 3

from

Plantation Model 

(Engineering Model)
Deliberate design for expected outcomes 

to 

Nomadic Model
supporting, facilitating, nurturing, letting-go, …



•Students as active learners

•Resource and environment are essential

•Different people learn differently

We can control what we give students, 

but not how they learn and what they achieve.

Learning is comprehensive and holistic!

Challenge to “assessments” of immediate outcomes!

Individualized learning?



More on Assessments

Learning outcomes are due to multiple input!

Not always a one-one correspondence to planned activities.

Not all learning brings about immediate outcomes.

Learning is tested by understanding!

Understanding is tested by application and creation! 



Paradigm Shift 4

from

Manufacturing Model
students as raw materials, teachers as workers, … 

to 

Professional Model
teachers as professional facilitators of learning

schools as autonomous hubs of learning  



Quality Education

Where is the Handle?

Teachers as entry points of reform?

Therefore accountability, QA, appraisal, …

Teachers as Footsoldiers!

Students Learning!

New goals, new curriculum, new pedagogy, new assessment systems, …  

Teachers as respected reformers! 

Teachers as Generals!



Paradigm Shift 5

from

Silos
education divisions, government departments, social sectors, .. 

to 

Synergy
integration, collaborations, alliances, mutual support, …



Synergy

Across

levels of education

sectors of education

direct stakeholders of education

government departments

government and non-government

different sectors of society

various media

parties of different ideologies 



Hong  Kong as an example …



Reform: What?

• Structure

6+5+2+3  >>> 6+3+3+4

• Curriculum

Subjects >>> Key Learning Areas + Learning Experiences

• Assessment

3 public assessments >>> 1 assessment



The Reform

• 1999   Launch: Aims of Education

• 2000   Learning for Life, Learning through Life

• 2001   Curriculum: Learning to Learn

• 2003   Teacher: Towards a Learning Profession

• 2005   Started school preparation campaign

• 2009  New Curriculum started

• 2012   New Assessment and U-Admissions 

• 2016 First batch of graduates who did the new curriculum



• 1997-1999

•Preparatory Period

Development of Championship
Education Commission

(Coordinating Basic, Vocational and Tertiary Education)

Chairman

Core Trio + Permanent Secretary

(Banker + Academic + Veteran Principal + Official)

Community Leaders

Media Team



• 1999-2000
Education Commission

Discussion on Aims of Education

Launching: 
Assembly of 800 Community Leaders

Society-wide discusisons
Dream Trees, 40,000 submissions

Consultation with Professional Bodies
Alliance with the Unions, teacher groups and school 

associations
Soliciting help from the Media



• 1999-2000

Aims of Education

Decisions

“Society has changed!”

Individuals as the starting point

Learning as the Central Theme 

Lifelong Learning, Learning through Life

Start with Reform in the Curriculum

Universities admission kept aside

Elimination of end-of-primary Assessment



•2000-2002

Designing the Curriculum

Curriculum Development Council

Representative Sub-committees

Broad Massive Consultation

Schools, teacher groups, parents, …

Learning to Learn

(8 key learning areas + 5 learning experiences)

Massive Consultations (1000+ events)



8 Key Learning Areas

• Chinese Languages

• English Language

• Mathematics

• Humanities

• Science

• Technology

• Arts

• Physical Education



5 learning experiences

•Moral and civic education

• Intellectual development

•Community services

•Physical and aesthetical development

•Workplace experience    



Supporting Policies

• Resources for non-academic activities
Quality Education Fund (QEF, 5B)

• Teachers’ Professional Development
Committee on Professional Development of Teachers and Principals (COTAP)

• Teachers Competency Framework

• Teachers Continuous Professional Development/Induction

• Parental Support
• Home-School Cooperation Committee

• Parent/Parent-Teacher Associations (PTA) in all schools

• School-based Management
• Incorporated Management Committee (IMC)



2005-2009  Preparation 

4-year lead-in

54 sessions of School Seminars

12 schools x 6 members
(supervisor, a board member, principal, vice-principal, 2 teachers)

(change in society, change in curriculum, practical implications, within-
school, cross-school interactions)



•Since 2009  

Implementation

2012 secondary school leavers with new curriculum

2012 universities introduced common core curriculum 

2016 university graduates who had new curriculum



The Hong Kong Reform

Strengths

A Distinct Vision 

A Powerful Statement

Strong Championship

Alliance among sectors and groups

Great effort in dissemination and alliance building 



The Hong Kong Reform

Weaknesses

Weak reform in Assessment

Mutation in university admissions

Weak articulation with other education sectors

(Early childhood, vocational education, quality framework, …)

Weak government

Political Pressures



There is limit to Education,

But there is no limit to Learning.

Hence,

Liberate the Learners!

Return Learning to Students!

This should be the central theme of the System!



After all …

Industrial

analytic, regulated, 
structured, clear-cut, 
uniform, convergent, 
normative, neat, analytic, 
assertive & reducible to 

parameters

Post-industrial

holistic, flexible,          
loose, fuzzy,                  
plural, divergent,        
liberal, complex, holistic, 
speculative &  tolerant of 
multiplex concepts 



Thank you!

kmcheng@hku.hk


